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Abstract
This paper reports on the participation of FBK at the IWSLT
2009 Evaluation. This year we worked on the Arabic-English
and Turkish-English BTEC tasks with a special effort on
linguistic preprocessing techniques involving morphologi-
cal segmentation. In addition, we investigated the adapta-
tion problem in the development of systems for the Chinese-
English and English-Chinese challenge tasks; in particular,
we explored different ways for clustering training data into
topic or dialog-specific subsets: by producing (and combin-
ing) smaller but more focused models, we intended to make
better use of the available training data, with the ultimate pur-
pose of improving translation quality.

1. Introduction
FBK submitted runs at the IWSLT 2009 Evaluation for the
Arabic-English and Turkish-English BTEC tasks, and for the
Challenge Task involving Chinese and English languages in
both directions. This paper reports on efforts we made in the
development of such MT systems.

Concerning the Arabic-English and Turkish-English
BTEC tasks, a special effort was spent on linguistic prepro-
cessing of the morphologically rich source languages. In par-
ticular, we investigated word segmentation techniques which
allow for a considerable reduction of the training dictionary
and lower the out-of-vocabulary rate of the test set. More-
over, through segmentation, we somehow attacked the prob-
lem of mismatch between word formation mechanisms of
Arabic and Turkish languages on one side, and English on
the other.

In the framework of the Chinese-English and English-
Chinese challenge tasks, which involve cross-lingual dialogs,
we focused on the language model adaptation problem. Mix-
tures of n-gram language models are investigated, which are
obtained by clustering bilingual training data according to
available human annotations. For the sake of adaptation,
mixture weight estimation is performed either at the level of

single source sentence or test set. Estimated weights are then
transferred to the target language mixture model.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
linguistic preprocessing techniques applied to Turkish and
Arabic languages. In Section 3, the method for LM adap-
tation applied to the challenge tasks is introduced. In Sec-
tion 4, the systems employed in the evaluation campaign are
sketched and results on development and official evaluation
sets presented and discussed. A summary and a list of related
issues we will investigate in the next future end the paper.

2. Linguistic Pre-Processing for
Morphologically Rich Languages

Indeed linguistic preprocessing plays a fundamental role in
any NLP application involving morphologically rich lan-
guages, such as Arabic and Turkish. This is particularly true
for SMT into English where differences in word granular-
ity between languages reflects on much higher data sparse-
ness on the source side and on the difficulty to properly
model word-level alignments. We approached these prob-
lems through morphological segmentation of the source lan-
guages, referring partly to the work of [1] on an English-
Turkish task, and partly to the one of [2] on an Arabic-
English task. Secondly, as this was shown to have a posi-
tive effect on some Arabic-English SMT systems of previous
IWSLT editions [3, 4], we developed two simple language-
specific techniques of lexical approximation, which consists
in replacing the OOVs of the test set by words of the training
that are morphologically close to them.

2.1. Turkish

Turkish is an agglutinative language whose vocabulary is
built by a wide range of basic suffix combinations. A Turk-
ish word can thus correspond to a single English word, up to
phrases of various length, or even to a whole sentence. On
the phonological level, vowel harmony and other phoneme
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alternation phenomena systematically lead stems and suf-
fixes to have several surface forms – i.e. allomorphy. Re-
ordering between Turkish and English is also a problematic
issue as word alignments are far from being monotonic.

2.1.1. Morphological Analysis

We implemented for Turkish a preprocessing workflow mak-
ing use of some publicly available linguistic resources and
designed from scratch several segmentation schemes that we
contrastively tested on the IWSLT09’s BTEC task by appli-
cation on both training and development data.

Our preprocessing workflow starts with morphological
analysis, which consists in running K. Oflazer’s [5] suffix
combinatory FSTs to each entry of the corpus dictionary.
This operation is carried out through the lookup command
of the Xerox Finite-State Tool’s suite [6]. As more than one
analysis is often possible, disambiguation is performed on
the words in context through the perceptron-based tool de-
veloped by [7]. As a result of this process, each token is
replaced by its lemma followed by a sequence of tags rep-
resenting lexical features of the analyzed word. The use of
feature tags provides a means to abstract from suffix allomor-
phy.

2.1.2. Segmentation Schemes

The schemes we developed are different combinations of
rules determining the splitting or removal of tags from the
analyzed words. So far we mainly focused on nominal suf-
fixation and also defined a few rules for the segmentation of
verb forms. In order to find an effective rule set we tested
eleven morphological segmentation schemes1 among which
MS11 gave us the best results in term of BLEU scores on the
development set. This scheme implies that:

• nominal cases expected to have an English counterpart
are split off from words: these are namely dative, abla-
tive, locative and instrumental, often aligning with the
English prepositions ‘to’, ‘from’, ‘in’ and ‘with/by’,
respectively. The remaining case tags – nominative,
accusative and genitive – are instead removed as they
are not expected to have English counterparts;

• possessive tags of all persons are separated from
nouns, except the 3rd singular (P3sg), which is indeed
removed. The tag meaning absence of possessive suf-
fixes is also removed;

• copula is split off;

• person suffixes are split off from finite verb forms and
from copula.

The following example shows an analyzed Turkish word
before and after segmentation. The number of tokens in-
creases from 1 to 5 as the word is split into noun, possessive,
instrumental case, copula and verbal person:

1Refer to [8] for a more detailed and linguistically motivated description.

arkadaşımlayım (‘I’m with my friend’):
arkadaş+Noun+A3sg

+P1sg
+Ins

ˆDB+Verb+Zero+Pres
+A1sg

2.1.3. Lexical Approximation

Lexical approximation of Turkish OOVs is performed on the
segmented test set and exploits the information produced by
the morphological analyzer. The words seen in the training
that share the lemma with a given OOV are candidates to its
replacement. We designed a simple similarity function that
penalizes candidates whose tag sequence differs more from
that of the original OOV word, and gives priority to those
who share with it a larger number of contiguous tags2.

Table 1 shows a subset of candidates to the replacement
of OOV word çıkışlar (‘exits’, ‘checkouts’) as ranked by our
similarity function. The best result of lexical approximation
in this case is the singular form çıkış (‘exit’).

Table 1: Example of lexical approximation.

Word Gloss Preprocessed (MS11) Score
çıkışlar exits çık+Verb+PosˆDB+Noun+Inf3+A3pl
çıkış exit çık+Verb+PosˆDB+Noun+Inf3+A3sg 93
çıkma going out çık+Verb+PosˆDB+Noun+Inf2+A3sg 66
çıkacak will go out çık+Verb+PosˆDB+Noun+FutPart+A3sg 66
çıkan who goes out çık+Verb+PosˆDB+Adj+PresPart 44
çıkıyor is going out çık+Verb+Pos+Prog1 27
çıkmıyor isn’t going out çık+Verb+Neg+Prog1 0
çıkarır takes out çık+VerbˆDB+Verb+Caus+Pos+Aor -15

Words whose lemma was never found in the training re-
main OOV. Note that in the current implementation the best
replacer is chosen in a deterministic fashion before decod-
ing, which raises the chances of introducing noise in the text
to translate.

2.2. Arabic

Arabic is also morphologically rich but its segmentation
schemes are simpler than those for Turkish, given that the
number of involved clitics and suffixes is typically smaller.
Nevertheless linguistic preprocessing appears to consider-
ably benefit SMT systems by reducing data sparseness and
improving the alignments.

As a prior treatment we perform a specific tokenization
(arTok) of Arabic text including removal of short vowels and
normalization of extended Arabic Unicode characters and
digits.

2More precisely: score = match× 20− diff1 × 2− diff2 × 5,
where match, diff1 and diff2 are respectively the numbers of shared con-

tiguous tags, different tags in the OOV word, different tags in the replacer
candidate.
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2.2.1. Morphological Segmentation

Several state-of-the-art tools are available to perform mor-
phological segmentation of Arabic text. For the evalua-
tion we have compared MADA [9] and AMIRA [10], two
softwares that differ both on their decision strategy and on
the segmentation scheme they apply to the words. While
the first is a morphological disambiguator based on linguis-
tic features produced by the Buckwalter analyzer [11], the
second is a much lighter-weight SVM classifier based on a
-5/+5 character context. As for the segmentation schemes
(see Table 2) MADA (scheme “D2”) only splits proclitics –
namely conjunctions (w+ ‘and’, f+ ‘then’), prepositions (b+
‘by’, k+ ‘as’, l+ ‘to’) and the future tense (s+) – whereas
AMIRA also separates enclitics, i.e. object and possessive
pronouns3. Finally, MADA performs orthographic normal-
ization but AMIRA doesn’t.

Table 2: MADA and AMIRA: different segmentation schemes.

Baseline wstqwlh lzmylhA
[and-she-will-say-it] [to-her-colleague]
‘and she will say it to her colleague’

MADA w+ s+ tqwlh l+ zmylhA
[and] [will] [she-say-it] [to] [her-colleague]

AMIRA w+ stqwl +h l+ zmyl +hA
[and] [she-will-say] [it] [to] [colleague] [her]

2.2.2. Lexical Approximation

Lexical approximation of Arabic OOVs is performed on the
MADA-preprocessed test set by selectively removing procli-
tics and enclitics from the unseen word: first the article (Al+
‘the’), then the object and possessive pronouns (+ny ‘me’, +y
‘my’, +nA ‘us/our’ etc.), verbal person prefixes, tah marbu-
tah and eventually the beginning m+ often used to form par-
ticiples. The process stops as soon as the word thus being
reduced is found in the training, then the substitution is ap-
plied to the test prior to translation. If no replacer is found,
the OOV word is kept as it is. Note that these are simply sur-
face pattern-matching rules, therefore removal of substrings
that are not actual clitics may indeed occur.

3. Online Language Model Adaptation for
Spoken Dialog Translation

3.1. Model Adaptation

In systems we developed for the Chinese-English (CE) and
English-Chinese (EC) challenge tasks (CT), the LM score
p(e) is given either by a single LM (baseline) or by the
linear interpolation (mixture) of LMs:

p(e) =
M∑
i=1

wipi(e)

3AMIRA splits the same proclitics as MADA except for the future tense.

where pi’s are target LMs built on clusters which the training
data are split in. With the help of Figure 1, the basic adapta-
tion procedure is described in the following.

Let us assume that the parallel training data have been
partitioned into a set of M bilingual clusters, according to
some criterion. On each cluster, language specific LMs are
estimated, which are then organized into two language spe-
cific mixture models. All operations described so far are per-
formed off-line. Now let us consider a source text or sen-
tence to be translated. Before translation, the input is used
to estimate optimal weights of the source language mixture
through Expectation-Maximization. The resulting weights
are then transferred to the target language mixture, which is
finally used as LM feature function by the SMT system.

3.2. Clustering

The manual annotation of IWSLT dialogs is exploited for
clustering purposes. In fact, the CT data is provided with
dialog annotations, which allows the use of complete dialogs
as single units. Each dialog is represented as a bag of both
source and target words. The use of texts of both languages
was suggested by the slight gain obtained in a preliminary
investigation.

For the clustering of dialogs, the CLUTO4 package was
employed. Its setup includes the direct clustering algo-
rithm, which computes the k-way clustering directly, and
the cosine distance as similarity function between dialogs in
their array representation. The number of clusters tested is
2, 4, 6 and 8; on each of them a different LM was trained
(see Figure 1). Additional LMs were built on the complete
BTEC+CT data.

3.3. On-line weight optimization

Once different LMs have been estimated on clusters built
from training data, they are interpolated at translation time
with weights that need to be estimated. For this purpose,
several approaches were investigated, which are described in
the following.

3.3.1. Set specific weights

The LM-interpolation weights were estimated on the source
side of the complete test set. This approach, which is the
most straightforward, has nevertheless an important draw-
back: the estimated weights are those that well model the
whole test set on average, without considering possibly sig-
nificant differences between specific sentences. Hence, the
potential benefit of estimating several LMs may fade.

3.3.2. Sentence specific weights

In this case, one specific set of weights is estimated for each
sentence of the test set. By doing so, we expect that the effect
of separating the training corpus into several subsets yields

4Available from http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/views/cluto
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Figure 1: Basic procedure for LM adaptation.

better results, since the EM procedure is allowed complete
freedom in assigning the LM weights. However, weights
computed in such a manner may be less reliable, since the
estimation is performed on few data (one single sentence).

3.3.3. Two-step weight estimation

This approach merges the previous two in the attempt of
keeping their advantages and overcoming the drawbacks.
Once sentence specific weights have been computed, each
(source) sentence is assigned to the specific cluster corre-
sponding to the most weighted LM. This being done, one set
of weights can be re-estimated for each one of the clusters
obtained in this way. This approach has the intuitive bene-
fit of mirroring the clustering of the training data into the test
set, while still avoiding the possible data sparseness issue that
can affect the sentence specific weight estimation.

4. Evaluation results
4.1. Baseline System

Given a string f in the source language, the goal of statisti-
cal machine translation [12] is to select the most probable
string e in the target language. By assuming a log-linear
model [13, 14], the optimal translation can be searched for
with the criterion:

e∗ = arg max
e

max
a

R∑
r=1

λrhr(e, f ,a),

where a represents a word- or phrase-based alignment be-
tween f and e, and hr(e, f ,a) r = 1, . . . , R are feature func-
tions, designed to model different aspects of the translation
process. In particular,

h(e, f ,a) = log p(e)

provides the log score of the target LM.

Our systems are built upon the open-source MT toolkit
Moses [15]. The decoder features a statistical log-linear
model including a phrase-based translation model, a lan-
guage model, a distortion model and word and phrase penal-
ties. The weights λr of the log-linear combination are opti-
mized by means of a minimum error training (MERT) pro-
cedure [16]. The phrase-based translation model provides
direct and inverted frequency-based and lexical-based prob-
abilities for each phrase pair included in a given phrase ta-
ble. Phrase pairs are extracted from symmetrized word align-
ments generated by GIZA++ [17].

4.2. Turkish-English System

4.2.1. Data

For training our Turkish-English system we exclusively used
the provided BTEC training corpus. Parameters were tuned
on IWSLT09’s devset1 using the gold reference translation
only. Evaluation during development was performed on de-
vset2.

4.2.2. Baseline Setup

The baseline preprocessing consists in simple tokenization
(IWSLT09’s released script) and lowercasing of the source
side data. Due to the severe mismatch in word order between
the languages, we set the distortion limit (DL) to 10. Moses
option -drop-unknown was active in all submitted runs.

4.2.3. Results

Table 3 shows how morphological segmentation affects the
statistics of Turkish texts. First of all, our best segmenta-
tion scheme – MS11 – reduced the OOV rate by more than
half. In addition, it reduced the differences in token granu-
larity between Turkish and English, by increasing the num-
ber of Turkish words in the training corpus (from 6.9 to 8.4
words/sentence on average whereas there are 9.1 on the En-
glish side), and lowering the number of different forms. Fi-
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nally, a decrease of the test set’s cross-entropy5 estimated
through a 5-gram LM trained on the provided Turkish data
was observed.

Table 3: Effect of preprocessing on training corpus size and
dictionary (Turkish side), OOV and cross-entropy of devset2.

training devset2
preprocessing |W| |V| OOV% H(bits)
- 139,514 17,619 6.16 59,435
MS11 168,135 10,450 2.54 57,379

These positive effects reflect indeed on the translation
quality, resulting in a 5 points BLEU improvement over the
baseline (Table 4 - primary).

On the other hand, lexical approximation (contrastive1)
does not improve BLEU in -drop-unknown conditions6, de-
spite the observed reduction of OOV: from 2.54% to 0.89%
in devset2, from 2.14% to 0.95% in the test. This may be due
to the noise introduced by the deterministic choice of 1-best
OOV replacer.

Given the short average size of IWSLT corpora sen-
tences, we also tested translation performances in unlimited
distortion conditions (contrastive2): this results in a slight
gain on the official evaluation, whereas DL=10 gave us the
best performances on devset2.

Table 4: Features and %BLEU on devset2 and IWSLT09
BTEC TE test set of baseline and submitted systems.

system MS11 lex.appr. DL devset2 test
baseline - - 10 54.80 N/A
primary + - 10 59.77 56.77
contrastive1 + + 10 59.24 56.75
contrastive2 + - ∞ 59.02 57.04

4.3. Arabic-English System

4.3.1. Data

The Arabic-English system was trained on the provided
BTEC training corpus, to which we added devsets 2, 3 and
6 (only with gold reference translation). Minimum error
training was run on IWSLT09’s devset1 using all references.
Evaluation during development was performed on devset7.

5We chose cross-entropy to compare LMs across different segmentations
schemes as its computation does not involve normalization on the number
of tokens. A conventional dictionary upper bound size of 107 is assumed to
make LMs with different OOV rates more comparable, although care must
be taken in interpreting these figures.

6When decoding without the -drop-unknown option we registered a 0.2
points BLEU absolute improvement.

4.3.2. Baseline Setup

Similar to the Turkish-English baseline, but with default dis-
tortion limit (DL=6).

4.3.3. Results

Arabic-specific advanced tokenization (Table 5 - baseline1)
alone is responsible for a 0.5 point BLEU improvement
over the baseline (baseline0). Morphological segmentation
through MADA (primary)7 yields an additional gain of 2.3
points on devset7. As for AMIRA (contrastive2), results are
inconsistent through the test data: this segmentation tech-
nique indeed performs 1 point better than MADA on the of-
ficial test, while we observed the reverse during our devel-
opment experiments. Indeed it is difficult to draw qualitative
conclusions on the tools used, as they differ on several levels.
Although AMIRA splits more clitics than MADA does, the
two segmenters yield to roughly the same number of OOV
words both in devset7 and test.

Lexical approximation results (contrastive1) are also dis-
crepant: while no improvement was possible on devset7,
BLEU increases by around 0.7 points on the official test.

The last submitted run (contrastive3) differs from our pri-
mary system only by the LM smoothing method. Final evalu-
ation results confirm that improved-kneser-ney (or modified-
shift-beta) smoothing performs better than plain kneser-ney,
despite some inconsistencies we had observed during devel-
opment.

Table 5: Features and %BLEU on devset7 and IWSLT09
BTEC AE test set of baseline and submitted systems.

system preproc. lex.appr. LM devset7 test
baseline0 - - msb 51.87 N/A
baseline1 arTok - msb 52.38 N/A
primary mada - msb 54.68 52.23
contrastive1 mada + msb 54.52 52.92
contrastive2 amira - msb 54.60 53.36
contrastive3 mada - kn 53.78 51.92

4.4. English-Chinese System

4.4.1. Data

For training, both CT and BTEC English-Chinese training
corpora were used. Statistics are shown in Table 6.

MERT was run on the development set of the CT task;
after that, that set was included into the training corpus. The
development sets of previous evaluation campaigns were not
included as such into the training data, but only their vocab-
ulary. This in accordance with a preliminary investigation,
where we observed that these sets did not improve the qual-
ity of the translation of the CT development set.

7Both MADA and AMIRA morphological segmentations were per-
formed on arTok-preprocessed data.
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Table 6: Statistics of the EC training data: running words
(|W|), vocabulary size (|V|) and average sentence length (s̄).

EC ENG CHI
task | W | | V | s̄ | W | | V | s̄

BTEC 153K 7294 7.7 172K 8428 8.6
CT 119K 3271 11.8 102K 3737 10.2

The same system, only differently tuned, was employed
for ASR and CRR conditions: the weights of the log-linear
model were estimated on the corresponding versions of the
development set.

4.4.2. Baseline Setup

The setup of the baseline system for the EC CT task was the
same used for the other language pairs, with distortion limit
set to 6.

4.4.3. Results

For establishing the most effective system to be used for the
evaluation campaign, experimental investigation was con-
ducted on the CT development set, which was split into two
parts, used for tuning and evaluation, respectively. In this
stage, the models were trained exclusively on the training
data. We compared the use of different numbers of clusters
(Section 3.2) and the three on-line weight estimation meth-
ods described in Sections 3.3.1 (set), 3.3.2 (sbs) and 3.3.3
(2steps). Results in terms of %BLEU score are reported
in Figure 2 which includes as reference line the score of the
baseline, that is the system with a single LM.
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Figure 2: Performance of the baseline and of the three weight
estimation methods as functions of the number of clusters.
Scores are computed on a portion of the CT development set.

First of all, it can be noted that whatever the number
of clusters and the scheme followed for the estimation of
LM interpolation weights, the proposed adaptation technique
yields quite interesting improvements. More specifically, it
seems that the set estimation method guarantees better per-
formance, but unfortunately here and also in the other plots
not reported here its behaviour is quite unstable. On the other

side, the shape of the curve of the 2steps method is - not
only here but typically - unimodal, fact that makes its behav-
ior more predictable. Unfortunately, the impressive improve-
ments we measured in terms of perplexity by applying those
adaptation techniques were mirrored into translation quality
only to a limited extent.

According to those outcomes, we clustered the CT train-
ing data into six dialog clusters and decided to submit as pri-
mary run the system which dynamically estimates the weight
of the linear interpolation of the six LMs via the 2steps
procedure. Table 7 reports results on the official test set of
the evaluation campaign of all our submissions, namely the
primary, the baseline and the other two contrastive runs cor-
responding to the other two remaining on-line weight esti-
mation methods.

It can be seen that our adaptation technique clearly per-
forms better in the case of the ASR input. In this case, and in
contrast with the Chinese-English direction (see below), it is
the set setup the one that performs best, and the 2steps
technique yields somewhat mixed results, specially in terms
of BLEU.

Table 7: Official results in terms of %BLEU and preci-
sion/recall (p/r) for the EC CT.

ASR CRR
system submission BLEU p/r BLEU p/r
baseline contrastive3 32.75 61.7/59.1 40.40 68.4/66.3
2steps primary 33.37 63.2/59.4 40.05 68.5/66.1
set contrastive1 33.71 63.3/59.6 40.33 68.8/66.2
sbs contrastive2 33.20 63.2/59.5 39.73 68.1/65.7

4.5. Chinese-English System

4.5.1. Data

The use of the available data for the CE CT task was the
same as for the opposite direction. Statistics of the training
data are shown in Table 8. Differences with figures reported
in Table 6 are due to the fact that, on both directions, in the
source side punctuation marks and case information are re-
moved while they are kept in the target side.

Table 8: Statistics of the CE training data: running words
(|W|), vocabulary size (|V|) and average sentence length (s̄).

CE CHI ENG
task | W | | V | s̄ | W | | V | s̄

BTEC 148K 8408 7.4 183K 8344 9.1
CT 89K 3734 8.9 141K 3696 14.0

4.5.2. Baseline Setup

For the CE CT, the setup of the baseline was the same of the
opposite direction; of course, specific tuning was performed.
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4.5.3. Results

The setup of our adaptation technique was performed in the
same way as for the opposite direction; official results are
collected in Table 9.

Table 9: Official results in terms of %BLEU and preci-
sion/recall (p/r) for the CE CT.

ASR CRR
system submission BLEU p/r BLEU p/r
baseline contrastive3 30.01 63.3/63.2 31.82 66.4/67.3
2steps primary 30.13 63.5/63.4 31.92 66.5/67.8
set contrastive1 29.92 63.6/62.7 32.15 66.5/67.6
sbs contrastive2 29.96 64.0/63.6 31.87 66.7/67.6

These results, although quite mixed, show that a slight
improvement can be obtained by our adaptation technique,
specially in terms of precision and recall (p/r). More specif-
ically, the 2steps technique is the only method able to out-
perform the baseline in both ASR and CRR conditions.

5. Summary and Future work
The evaluation has shown how specific linguistic prepro-
cessings can benefit a purely statistics-based, language-
independent NLP application like SMT. In particular we have
proved that selectively splitting/removing suffixes from mor-
phologically analyzed Turkish text considerably improves
translation quality.

In the next future we would like to refine our Turkish seg-
mentation schemes by better addressing verbal suffixation.
Concerning lexical approximation of both Turkish and Ara-
bic, it may be helpful to feed Moses with multiple options
of replacement so that the translation and language models
would contribute to the decision at decoding time.

Concerning the LM adaptation method, it allowed a quite
limited improvements of the translation quality; anyway, in
not reported experiments, we observed impressive gains in
terms of perplexity, which proves that there is much room
for improvement and hence that the approach deserves to
be further investigated. Future work will likely be carried
out on larger tasks than BTEC, like Europarl and those of
NIST MT evaluation campaigns, and will involve different
issues left out from this paper. For example, unsupervised
clustering, i.e. grouping sentences without the help of any
manual annotation; or the use of development or even test
data for guiding the clustering. Another subject to be studied
is the re-use of weights estimated for the optimal interpola-
tion of source LMs also for interpolating target LMs; in fact,
a source-to-target weight map could be learned from paral-
lel development/training set which is expected to guarantee
more effective mixtures of LMs.
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